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1. Model Details

Original 3D models of NSW Bogie Special Load wagons - by Brian Bere-Streeter
Bogies - by kind permission of the copyright holder – David Rowe.
Auto couplers, air-brake hoses - by kind permission of the authors - Jeff Link and Tim Muir

These new wagons came about, because of a need to create authentic train formations for use on the Microsoft Train Simulator routes - 'Coals to Newcastle' - by Peter Newell, and the ‘Main Illawarra’ – by Brian Bere-Streeter.

New models were created for:

NSWGR SL 118Ton Bogie Flat Wagon - empty
NSWGR SL 118Ton Bogie Flat Wagon – empty with removable bolsters
NSWGR SL 118Ton Bogie Flat Wagon – with Gasworks Washer load
NSWGR Twin SL 118Ton Bogie Flat Wagons – with Gasworks Scrubber Tower load

NSWGR TW440 105Ton Bogie Turbo-Alternator Wagon – empty with No1 Beam
NSWGR TW440 105Ton Bogie Turbo-Alternator Wagon – with No1 Beam + Transformer Beams
NSWGR TW440 105Ton Bogie Turbo-Alternator Wagon – with No1 Beam + Transformer load
NSWGR TW440 105Ton Bogie Turbo-Alternator Wagon – with No1 Beam + Lancashire Boiler load

Having spent some considerable time repainting others models, this is another venture into building new rolling stock from scratch. They may not be the most detailed or totally accurate, but in the absence of other better models, I hope you enjoy running them on your NSW routes in MSTS – at least it gives a bit more variety and authenticity to your train workings.

These models are for your personal use only, and may not be sold or distributed in any way without the original creator's permissions.
===========================================
2. Installation Notes

Double click on the self-installer exe file and follow the instructions, as part of the installation a new folder called << AU_nswgr_SpecialWagons>>  will be created.

Note: These wagons have been set up to work with the CTN bogie freight sounds, so make sure that you have them installed.

You will need to create either a new consist to use these wagons, or add them to an existing consist. Consists are made, or edited, using MSTS Activity Editor or Carlos Gomes’s ConBuilder.

Sample Consists have been provided for the 4 loaded wagons – Note That – these sample Consists REQUIRE Russell Beer’s NSWGR 40 class diesel locomotives pack, and my NSWGR LCH-CCH wagons pack (as match trucks) and my NSWGR LHG Brake Vans pack. If you do not have these installed in your MSTS system, you are free to substitute any other suitable stock.

SPECIAL NOTE: Due to the complexities of MSTS animation, these wagons are setup only as MULTI-PART wagons, that is, they require several separate models to be used together in sequence to create one specific wagon.

For the empty SL wagon:

[loco] + SLBogieA + SL + SLBogieB + [brake van]

For the empty wagon with removable bolsters – substitute SL-RemBolst instead of SL
For the loaded wagon with gasworks washer – substitute SL-GasworksWasher instead of SL
For the loaded wagon with gasworks scrubber – a special twin wagon setup is required, i.e.
[loco] + SLBogieA + SL + SLBogieB + SL-GasworksScrubber + SLBogieA + SL + SLBogieB + [brake van]

For the empty TW440 wagon:

[loco] + TW440 + TW440-No1Beam + TW440 + [brake van]

For the empty wagon with transformer beams – substitute TW440-TransBeams instead of TW440-No1Beam
For the loaded wagon with transformer – substitute TW440-Transformer instead of TW-440-No1Beam
For the loaded wagon with boiler – substitute TW440-LancsBoiler instead of TW-440-No1Beam

NOTE: The long loads, such as Gasworks Scrubber and the wagons using No1Beams, are setup as ‘bogie wagons’ with invisible bogies, the pivot points of the bogies sit in the correct locations on the supporting wagons SL or TW440, so that the long vehicles will correctly articulate around curves and when crossing points.

One of the hard parts of making these wagons was finding suitable loads for them to carry – during the steam era; many NSW cities and major towns had a Gasworks. So, I thought that if I made a couple of ‘typical’ loads that could be carried to or from a ‘local’ gasworks, that it would provide loads that could be run over almost every NSWGR line that is available in MSTS.

Gasworks, in towns served by rail, were located in – Albury, Armidale, 3 in Bathurst, Katoomba, Broken Hill, Molong, Cessnock, Lithgow, Grafton, Cootamundra, Cowra, Deniliquin, Dubbo, Forbes, Glen Innes, Goulburn, Hay, 2 in Junee, Lismore, Werris Creek, Maitland, East Maitland, Mudgee, Muswellbrook, Orange, 2 in Parkes, Casino, Nowra, Singleton, Tamworth, Kiama, 2 in Wagga, Grenfell, Wellington, Bowral, Yass, Wollongong, 4 in Newcastle, and a fair number in Sydney. So, you can see that you could run a ‘gasworks load’ over almost any NSWGR line, even if the town is in the ‘un-modelled’ part of the route!!!

Reference: http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/clm/gasworkslocation.htm

For the TW440, transformers were required in all power stations throughout NSW, so transformer movements could be seen over many NSWGR lines. And, many manufacturing and industrial industries used Lancashire Boilers, so this was also a ‘not un-common’ load seen on NSWGR. I could not find a suitable photo of a turbo-alternator set to be able to make one for MSTS.

If the transformer was locally Australian made, it would be moved by road to the nearest rail siding with heavy loading facilities, loaded onto the TW440 set and the STN train assembled, then railed to the destination. If the transformer was imported, it would normally be shipped to Darling Harbour and railed from there, passing through the Metropolitan Goods Lines through Wardell Road Junction, rather than passing through the Central / Redfern / Eveleigh areas.

===========================================
3. Historical Notes

Like most railways across the World, the NSWGR operated under Charter as ‘Common Carriers’ – that is they were obliged to carry any loads offered to them from customers.

To cater for any special loads that were heavier than normal or longer, wider or higher, NSWGR built a number of Special Load wagons. There were 5 of these wagons:

2 x SL 118Ton flat wagons, which could be used individually or paired together
1 x TW440 105Ton Turbo-Alternator wagon (with No1 Beam) with twin support trucks
1 x TW530 120Ton Special Load wagon (with No2, No3 or No4 Beams) with twin support trucks
1 x TW600 180Ton Special Load wagon (with No5 Beam) with twin tri-bogie support trucks

When run as empties, they could be sometimes found in normal goods trains, but limited to a maximum speed of 35MPH as per 4-wheel wagons of the steam era. However in most cases, the movement of the empty wagons to pickup a new load or returning after having carried a load would be under Special Train Notices (STN’s).

However, when loaded, a special set of conditions applied:

- The load was to be accommodated in a separate train (running under STN) comprising only locomotive(s), match wagon(s) (if required), then the Special Load Wagon(s), another match wagon(s) (if required), and the Brake Van which also carried the accompanying Railway Officers, over-seeing and monitoring the load during transit.

- Speed of the loaded train was restricted to a maximum of 25MPH

- When run over plain double-track sections between stations or yards, opposing traffic in the opposite direction was often held temporarily in Relief Sidings clear of the oncoming Special Load train, to ensure that potential side-swipe collisions did not occur on curves. Where Relief Loops paralleled station platform roads, the train was often directed through the Relief Loop to avoid potential damage to platform edges.

These Special Load wagons could not be run over all lines within NSW – the Department had a qualifying statement with each wagon diagram:

“The maximum carrying capacity of this vehicle cannot be conveyed on all lines. Each particular transport will require to be dealt with as it arises.”

Prototype information for these models has been researched from the following sources:

“Day of the Goods Train”, Preston, Eveleigh Press, 2002
“Railway Freight Wagons of New South Wales”, Beckhaus, SCR Publications, 1970  
“PTCofNSW Freight Vehicles” – Wagon Diagrams Book, Jan 1979

===========================================
4.   Copyright, Distribution and Terms of Use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These train models are released as Freeware. Copyright © Brian Bere-Streeter

As freeware you are permitted to distribute this archive subject to 
the following conditions:

- These models are intended for private, non-commercial use only;

- These models and any of their associated files may not be retro-engineered
  or used for any purpose other than its original intended use without 
  the prior written consent of the author;

- Persons wishing to repaint this model may do so by requesting copies 
  of the original texture files from the author;  all such repainted or 
  modified versions must acknowledge the author of the original work;

- This archive must be distributed without modification to the
  contents of the archive.  Redistributing this archive with any 
  original files added, removed or modified is prohibited without 
  the permission of the author;  in particular, this text in its 
  entirety must not be removed or altered;

- This model may not be distributed on CD without the prior 
  written consent of the authors;

- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another
  archive without the prior permission of the authors is prohibited;

- No charge may be made for this archive other than that to cover the
  cost of its distribution. If a fee is charged it must be made clear
  to the purchaser that the archive is freeware and that the fee is to
  cover the distributor's costs of providing the archive;

- This train is provided AS IS, I assume no responsibility or liability 
  for any MSTS or system hardware/software problems you may encounter 
  after installing this train;

- By downloading and/or using this model, you have agreed with these 
  terms and conditions of use;

- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be
  respected;

- Copyrights: * MS Train Simulator, MS Windows:
                    Copyright Microsoft Corp 2002
              * 3D Model: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2008
              * Textures: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2008
	              
  All other copyrights & trademarks mentioned are the property of their
  respective owners.
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